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Fourth-order interference in the Wigner representation
for parametric down-conversion experiments
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In the Wigner formalism, after giving a general description of a light beam, the theory of parametric
down-conversion is developed to second-order in the coupling constant. We then describe the detection process
by calculating the auto-correlation and cross-correlations of the signal and idler beams. Four recent experi-
ments are analyzed in detail: interference on a screen, Franson’s experiments@Phys. Rev. Lett.62, 2205
~1989!#, Rarity and Tapster’s experiments@Phys. Rev. Lett.64, 2495~1990!#, and induced coherence without
induced emission@X. Y. Zou, L. J. Wang, and L. Mandel, Phys. Rev. Lett.67, 318 ~1991!#.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experiments using photon pairs from parametric dow
conversion~PDC! have become very popular in the past d
cade for the study of nonclassical aspects of light@1#. In the
pioneer experiment of Burnham and Weinberg@2#, it was
found that the measured value of the correlation time
tween the two down-converted photons was very small,
more recent experiments have shown that it may be sm
than picoseconds@3#. This means that experiments with PD
photons pairs are well suited for the study of the quant
aspects of light, such as photon entanglement.

The theory of PDC has been developed using the stan
Hilbert-space formulation of quantum optics@4#, but, to our
knowledge, no study of PDC has been made using the ph
space distributions, which are so popular in other parts
quantum optics. For instance, phase-space distributions
vide the standard method for the study of parametric am
fication @5#, closely related to PDC. Obviously, the reason
that the Hilbert-space formulation seems more suitable w
the photon number is the relevant observable, as in P
while phase-space representations seem better when the
amplitudes are the relevant quantities, as in the case of p
metric amplification. Here we shall show that the Wign
representation is also quite efficient for analyzing expe
ments involving PDC photon pairs.

Furthermore, this formulation stresses the role played
the vacuum fields incident on the crystal@6#. Quantum
theory does not allow for a picture with entities~either pure
particles or pure waves! propagating in space and time. Ne
ertheless, the Hilbert-space formulation emphasizes the
ticle aspect. Photons are created at some point, propa
and are eventually annihilated by detectors. Of course
photons are not classical particles and, for instance, t
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possible trajectories seem to interfere. In contrast, the ph
space representations suggest an interpretation in term
waves. If the Wigner distribution is interpreted as a probab
ity distribution of field-mode amplitudes, then the corpusc
lar aspect of light appears just as wave interference, inc
ing a zero-point vacuum field. There are two difficulties f
this interpretation:~i! The Wigner function associated wit
the quantum states of light is not always non-negative d
nite and, consequently, it cannot always be interpreted a
probability distribution, and~ii ! the detection probability is
not proportional to the intensity, but to the difference b
tween the actual intensity and the zero-point intensity~see
Sec. V!. In PDC experiments the first difficulty does no
appear because the Wigner function is always positive
these experiments~see Sec. IV!.

In the rest of the paper we shall study in the Wign
representation the essential ingredients in order to inter
the experiments. In Sec. II we describe the light beam.
Sec. III an explicit expression for the Wigner fields produc
in the process of PDC is obtained. Section IV is devoted
the study of correlations among these beams as a co
quence of the correlations present in the vacuum field.
pressions for the single and joint detection probabilities
computed in Sec. V. In Secs. VI–IX we study a represen
tive set of the experiments.

In a previous paper@7# we have studied in the Wigne
representation several experiments with parametric do
converted light involving single counts. These experime
showed second-order interference. In the present pape
study experiments that show fourth-order interference
therefore involve coincidence detections.

II. DESCRIPTION OF A LIGHT BEAM
IN THE WIGNER REPRESENTATION

In the Hilbert-space representation of the light field, t
electric vector is represented as a sum of two mutually c
jugate operators

Ê~r ,t !5Ê~1 !~r ,t !1Ê~2 !~r ,t !, ~1!
.

3879 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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Ê~1 !~r ,t !5 i(
k,l

S \vk

2L3 D
1/2

ek,lâk,l~ t !eik•r, ~2!

whereL3 is the normalization volume andâk,l(t) is the an-
nihilation operator for a photon whose wave vector isk and
whose polarization vector isek,l , andvk5cuku. Equations
~1! and ~2! correspond to the Heisenberg picture, where
time dependence goes in the creation and annihilation op
tors âk,l

† (t) and âk,l(t). For a free field this dependence h
the form

âk,l~ t !5âk,l~0!e2 ivkt, ~3!

but for interacting fields it is complicated and contains all t
dynamics of the process. In this picture the state of the fi
is represented by a time-independent density operatorr.

In this paper we shall always consider electromagn
fields corresponding to narrow light beams and we shall
study experiments involving polarizing devices. In the
conditions it is convenient to use a scalar approximation w
known in classical optics. We assume that the light be
contains frequencies within a range betweenvmin andvmax
and wave vectors whose transverse components are lim
by a small upper value, that is,

vmin,vk,vmax, uktru!
vmin

c
. ~4!

We shall ignore polarization and therefore multiply the a
plitude ~2! by A2. Hence the ‘‘relevant’’ component of th
electric vector is

Ê~1 !~r ,t !5 i(
†k‡

S \vk

L3 D 1/2âk~ t !eik•r, ~5!

where the square brackets in the summation symbol indi
that the sum is restricted to the set ofk satisfying Eq.~4!.

In the Wigner representation the operatorsÊ(1)(r ,t) and
Ê(2)(r ,t) become c numbers, the annihilation operato
âk(t) being replaced by random variablesak(t) and their
Hermitian conjugatesâk

†(t) by complex conjugatesak* (t).
The field amplitudes are

E~1 !~r ,t !5 i(
†k‡

S \vk

L3 D 1/2ak~ t !e
ik•r. ~6!

The Wigner density associated with a state whose den
matrix is r is @8#

W~a,a* !5Tr@rF~a,a* !# ~a[$ak%!, ~7!

where

F~a,a* !5)
†k‡

1

p2E ebk~ âk
†
2ak* !2bk* ~ âk2ak!d2bk . ~8!

For instance, the Wigner function of the vacuum state is
Gaussian
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Wvac~a,a* !5)
†k‡

2

p
e22uaku2. ~9!

The crucial property of the Wigner function is that the e
semble average of any polynomial of the random variab
a and a* weighted by the Wigner density exactly corr
sponds to the Hilbert space expectation of the correspon
symmetrized product of the annihilation and creation ope
tors â and â†. That is,

^P~a,a* !&5E P~a,a* !W~a,a* !d2Ma

5Tr$rS@P~ â,â†!#%, ~10!

whereM is the number ofak variables defined andS@ #
means symmetrization, which consists of taking the aver
over all orderings of the operators, for example,

S@Ê~1 !Ê~2 !#5
1

2
~Ê~1 !Ê~2 !1Ê~2 !Ê~1 !!. ~11!

Another useful piece of information is the transformation
the Wigner field amplitudes in a beam splitter~BS!. If a,b
are the incoming channels andc,d the outgoing ones, and
T (R) is the transmission~reflection! coefficient, we have

Ec
~1 !~r ,t !5TEa

~1 !~r ,t !1 iREb
~1 !~r ,t !,

Ed
~1 !~r ,t !5TEb

~1 !~r ,t !1 iREa
~1 !~r ,t !. ~12!

We have assumed thatR andT are real numbers andr is the
point where the center of the BS is placed. These relati
are the same as between the corresponding field operato
the Hilbert-space formalism and also between field am
tudes in classical optics. This agreement is a straightforw
consequence of the linearity of Eqs.~12!.

III. THE PROCESS OF PARAMETRIC
DOWN-CONVERSION

In this section we are going to study the process of pa
metric down-conversion of light in the Wigner represen
tion. In Fig. 1 we show a sketch of the setup used for PD
A nonlinear crystal is pumped by a laser beamV, giving rise
to a rainbow of colored cones around the axis defined by
pump. In experimental practice two narrow correlat
beams, called ‘‘signal’’Es and ‘‘idler’’ Ei , are selected by
means of pinholes, filters, or just the detectors.

The process of PDC may be formalized using a Ham
tonian of the form

FIG. 1. The process of parametric down-conversion.
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Ĥ5(
k

\vkS âk†âk1 1

2D1Ĥ int , ~13!

where

Ĥ int5 i\g8V(
k,k8

f ~k,k8!e2 iv0tâk
†âk8

†
1H.c., ~14!

and we have taken the origin of the coordinate system at
center of the crystal. In Eq.~14! we have treated the pum
beam as an intense monochromatic plane wave represe
in the scalar approximation, by

V~r ,t !5Vei ~k0•r2v0t !1c.c. ~15!

It is not quantized because it is much more intense than
outgoing beams. The coupling constantg8 is defined so that
the productg8V has dimensions of frequency, andf (k,k8) is
a dimensionless symmetrical function of the wave vect
inside the crystal. This function, which is related to the fun
tion f (k,s;r ,t) introduced in Eq.~15! of Ref. @4#, is different
from zero only when the following matching condition
fulfilled:

k0'k1k8. ~16!

As is well known@4#, there is in addition a matching cond
tion for frequency that is fulfilled much more rigorousl
namely,

v05vk1vk8. ~17!

We now obtain the Heisenberg equations of motion
âk(t) during the interaction, using the Hamiltonian given
Eq. ~13!,

ȧ̂k5
1

i\
@ âk ,Ĥ#→

ȧ̂k52 ivkâk1g8V(
k8

f ~k,k8!e2 iv0tâk8
† . ~18!

In order to calculateâk(t) for all t we shall take into accoun
that the operatorâk(t) evolves as a free-field mode befo
entering the crystal and after coming out. We shall integr
Eq. ~18! from t52Dt to t50, whereDt is the time taken
for the radiation to cross the crystal. The initial condition
âk(2Dt)5â0k(2Dt), where â0k(2Dt) is the destruction
operator of the modek in the incoming vacuum field. We
shall assume that the coherence time of the laser is larg
comparison with most of the times involved in the proce
so that we may ignore the time dependence ofV(t). Because
the detection probabilities are of second-order in the c
pling constantg8, we need, in general, to calculateâk(t) to
second-order ing8. This fact plays an essential role in th
calculation of probabilities in the Wigner representatio
However, we shall show that where, as in this article, o
joint probabilities are calculated, all second-order terms m
be expressed in terms of first-order ones.
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To second-order in the coupling constantg8, that is, tak-
ing the second term of the right-hand side of Eq.~18! as a
perturbation and retaining terms up to orderg82, we get~set-
ting g8Dt[g)

âk~0!5â0k~0!1gV(
k8

f ~k,k8!uFDt2 ~v02vk2vk8!G
3â0k8

†
~0!1g2uVu2(

k8
(
k9

f ~k,k8! f * ~k8,k9!

3uFDt2 ~vk81vk92v0!G
3uFDt2 ~vk92vk!G â0k9~0!, ~19!

where

u~x!5
sinx

x
eix. ~20!

After t50, âk(t) evolves as a free-field mode

âk~ t !5âk~0!e2 ivkt. ~21!

In the derivation of Eq.~19! we have considered the fre
evolution of operatorsâ0k ~zeroth-order solution!

â0k~0!5â0k~2Dt !e2 ivkDt, â0k
† ~0!5â0k

† ~2Dt !eivkDt.
~22!

The perturbative approximation used to get Eq.~19! is valid
provided that

guVu!1. ~23!

From now on we shall useg, instead ofg8, as an effective
coupling constant. Equation~16! implies k9'k in the
second-order contribution to Eq.~19!. Finally, taking into
account that commutation rules are preserved in a uni
evolution, it is not difficult to see that@from Eq. ~21!#

@ âk~ t1!,âk8~ t2!#50,

@ âk~ t1!,âk8
†

~ t2!#5dk,k8e
2 ivk~ t12t2!, t1 ,t2.0. ~24!

Commutators~24! will be used in Sec. IV, in order to relat
different correlations.

In order to go to the Wigner representation, we shall u
the fact that the evolution equations of the Wigner field a
plitudes are the same as Heisenberg equations of motio
the corresponding quantum field amplitudes, whenever
latter are linear. The linearity of the Heisenberg equation
a consequence of the fact that the Hamiltonian~14! is qua-
dratic in the creation and/or annihilation operators. Hence
simply replace operatorsâk (âk

†) by complex variablesak

(ak* ) in expressions~19! and ~21!.
Now, let us consider two narrow correlated beams, ca

signal and idler, with average frequenciesvs , v i and wave
vectors ks ,k i , respectively, fulfilling the matching condi
tions
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vs1v i5v0 , ks1k i5k0 . ~25!

From expressions~19!, ~21! ~as functions ofa, a* ), and
~6!, we obtain

Es
~1 !~r ,t !5E0s

~1 !~r ,t !1e2 iv0tgVGE0i
~2 !~r ,t !

1g2uVu2JE0s
~1 !~r ,t !, ~26!

Ei
~1 !~r ,t !5E0i

~1 !~r ,t !1e2 iv0tgVGE0s
~2 !~r ,t !

1g2uVu2JE0i
~1 !~r ,t !. ~27!

Here E0s and E0i are the incoming vacuum field andEs
(Ei) the outgoing signal~idler!; see Fig. 1. We have

E0s
~1 !~r ,t !5 i(

[k] s
S \vk

L3 D 1/2ei ~k•r2vkt !a0k~0!, ~28!

where the square brackets in the summation symbol indi
that the sum is restricted to the set ofk pertaining to the
signal beam, and similarly forE0i

(1) . For brevity we have
introduced the linear operatorsG andJ, which are defined as

GE0i
~2 !~r ,t !5 i(

[k] s
S \vk

L3 D 1/2eik•rei ~2v02vk!tbk , ~29!

with

bk5 (
[k8] i

f ~k,k8!uFDt2 ~v02vk2vk8!Ga0k8
* ~0!, ~30!

and

JE0s
~1 !~r ,t !5 i(

[k] s
S \vk

L3 D 1/2eik•re2 ivktgk , ~31!

with

gk5 (
[k8] i

(
[k9] s

f ~k,k8! f * ~k8,k9!uFDt2 ~vk81vk92v0!G
3uFDt2 ~vk92vk!Ga0k9~0!. ~32!

From Eq.~26! we see that the outgoing signal, to ord
g2, consists of three parts:~i! a zero-point radiation with
amplitudeE0s

(1) , which passes through the crystal witho
any change;~ii ! a radiation produced by the nonlinear inte
action~mediated by the crystal! between the laser beam, wit
amplitudeV, and the zero-point radiation, with amplitud
E0i
(2) , entering the crystal in the direction of the idler bea

and~iii ! one part that modifies the amplitudeE0s
(1) just a little

~to orderg2). The idler beam is constituted in a similar ma
ner.

IV. SIGNAL AND IDLER FIELD AUTOCORRELATIONS
AND CROSS CORRELATIONS

In order to compute the detection probabilities in t
Wigner representation, we now calculate the correlat
properties of the fields. From Eqs.~26! and~27! we see that,
te

;

n

in the Wigner representation, the signal and idler beams
linearly related to the incoming vacuum. Therefore, they
Gaussian stochastic processes of zero mean. The reas
that the vacuum amplitudes are Gaussian@see Eq.~9!# and
this property is preserved by linear transformations. In
Heisenberg picture that we are using, the Wigner distribut
is time independent and given by Eq.~9!, which is positive.
If we pass to the Schro¨dinger picture the linearity of the
evolution equations~18! implies that the Wigner function
remains positive at all times.

In the work that follows it proves convenient to substitu
slowly varying amplitudesF (1)(r ,t) @F (2)(r ,t)# for the am-
plitudesE(1)(r ,t) @E(2)(r ,t)# defined in Eq.~6!, the relation
between them being

F ~1 !~r ,t !5eivatE~1 !~r ,t !

5 i(
†k‡

S \vk

L3 D 1/2ak~0!eik•rei ~va2vk!t, ~33!

whereva is some appropriately chosen average freque
midway betweenvmin andvmax @see Eq.~4!#.

In the study of the experiments of the following sectio
the dependence of the field amplitudes on position will
essential. It is easy to obtain the amplitudeF (1)(rB ,t) in
terms of the amplitudeF (1)(rA ,t) at another point of the
light beam. Using the scalar approximation of the elect
field, we readily have

F ~1 !~rB ,t !5F ~1 !S rA ,t2r AB
c Deiva~r AB /c!, ~34!

whererAB5rB2rA and r AB5urABu.
We point out that the expressions for the detection pr

abilities ~see Sec. V! remain valid when the slowly varying
amplitudesF (1) or F (2) are substituted for the usual one
E(1) or E(2). Consequently, we shall use only the amp
tudesF (1) andF (2) in the rest of this paper.

In terms of the slowly varying amplitudes, Eqs.~26! and
~27! may be written

Fs
~1 !~r ,t !5~11g2uVu2J!F0s

~1 !~r ,t !1gVGF0i
~2 !~r ,t !,

Fi
~1 !~r ,t !5~11g2uVu2J!F0i

~1 !~r ,t !1gVGF0s
~2 !~r ,t !,

~35!

where

F0s
~1 !~r ,t !5 i(

[k] s
S \vk

L3 D 1/2eik•rei ~vs2vk!ta0k~0! ~36!

and similarly forF0i
(1)(r ,t).

A. Autocorrelations

For the field at a given pointr and two different timest
and t8 we have to orderg2

^Fs
~1 !~r ,t !Fs

~2 !~r ,t8!&2^F0s
~1 !~r ,t !F0s

~2 !~r ,t8!&

5g2uVu2$^GF0i
~2 !~r ,t !G*F0i

~1 !~r ,t8!&1^F0s
~1 !~r ,t !J*

3F0s
~2 !~r ,t8!&1^F0s

~2 !~r ,t8!JF0s
~1 !~r ,t !&%, ~37!
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where ^& denotes averaging by the Wigner density cor
sponding to the vacuum state. We have taken into acco
thatF0s

(1) andF0i
(1) are uncorrelated. There are contributio

of all terms of the expansion~35! of the field. Now, we are
going to relate these contributions by using the preserva
of commutation rules. If we consider the signal beam eme
ing from the crystal at different timest and t8, from Eqs.
~24! and ~5! we obtain

@ F̂s
~1 !~r ,t !,F̂s

~2 !~r ,t8!#5@ F̂0s
~1 !~r ,t !,F̂0s

~2 !~r ,t8!#, ~38!

where F̂s
(1) is the fieldoperator in the Heisenberg picture

Taking the expectation value in the vacuum for the lat
expression and working in the Wigner representation,
obtain

^F0s
~1 !~r ,t !J*F0s

~2 !~r ,t8!&1^F0s
~2 !~r ,t8!JF0s

~1 !~r ,t !&

5^GF0i
~2 !~r ,t !G*F0i

~1 !~r ,t8!&. ~39!

Therefore

^Fs
~1 !~r ,t !Fs

~2 !~r ,t8!&2^F0s
~1 !~r ,t !F0s

~2 !~r ,t8!&

52g2uVu2^GF0i
~2 !~r ,t !G*F0i

~1 !~r ,t8!&5g2uVu2ms~ t82t !,

~40!

where we have used that the processes involved are sta
ary and so the field correlations depend only on the ti
difference.ms(t) is a correlation function that we will no
write explicitly, but that may be calculated if the functio
f (k,k8), introduced in the Hamiltonian~14!, is known. It
goes to zero whent is greater than the correlation time of th
signalts . Similarly,

^Fi
~1 !~r ,t !Fi

~2 !~r ,t8!&2^F0i
~1 !~r ,t !F0i

~2 !~r ,t8!&

5g2uVu2m i~ t82t !. ~41!

The following autocorrelations, and their complex con
gates, are zero:

^Fs
~1 !~r ,t !Fs

~1 !~r ,t8!&5^Fi
~1 !~r ,t !Fi

~1 !~r ,t8!&50.
~42!

B. Cross correlations

Also the cross correlation may be calculated. Taking
signal and idler fields at two points (r ,t) and (r 8,t8), respec-
tively, we have

^Fs
~1 !~r ,t !Fi

~1 !~r 8,t8!&5^$~11g2uVu2J!F0s
~1 !~r ,t !

1gVGF0i
~2 !~r ,t !%

3$~11g2uVu2J!F0i
~1 !~r 8,t8!

1gVGF0s
~2 !~r 8,t8!%&

5gV@^F0s
~1 !~r ,t !GF0s

~2 !~r 8,t8!&

1^F0i
~1 !~r 8,t8!GF0i

~2 !~r ,t !&#.

~43!
-
nt

n
-

r
e

n-
e

-

e

Now we are going to apply again the conservation
commutation rules, but by considering the signal and id
field operators at different times. By taking into account t
same considerations as above, we have

@ F̂s
~1 !~r ,t !,F̂ i

~1 !~r 8,t8!#5@ F̂0s
~1 !~r ,t !,F̂0i

~1 !~r 8,t8!#50→

^F0s
~1 !~r ,t !GF0s

~2 !~r 8,t8!&5^F0i
~1 !~r 8,t8!GF0i

~2 !~r ,t !&.
~44!

The second conmutator is zero because it contains only
struction operators. From Eqs.~43! and ~44!, it follows that

^Fs
~1 !~0,t !Fi

~1 !~0,t8!&5gVn~ t82t !. ~45!

The corss-correlation forr and r 8 different from0 may be
obtained using Eq.~34!. The functionn~t! defines a coher-
ence timetsi between signal and idler. By a similar argu
ment, it can be proved that

^Fs
~1 !~r ,t !Fi

~2 !~r 8,t8!&5^Fs
~2 !~r ,t !Fi

~1 !~r 8,t8!&50.
~46!

V. DETECTION PROBABILITIES

In the Hilbert-space formalism, the usual theory of dete
tion ~by photon absorption! is based on normal ordering
Single and joint detection rates are given by

Pa~ra ,t !5K^0uÊ~2 !~ra ,t !Ê
~1 !~ra ,t !u0&, ~47!

Pab~ra ,t;rb ,t8!5K8^0uÊ~2 !~ra ,t !Ê
~2 !~rb ,t8!

3Ê~1 !~rb ,t8!Ê~1 !~ra ,t !u0& ~48!

in the Heisenberg picture, whereK andK8 are two constants
related to the efficiency of the detectors.

We now formulate the quantum theory of detection in t
Wigner representation. The corresponding probabilities
now

Pa~ra ,t !5K^I ~ra ,t !2I 0~ra!&, ~49!

Pab~ra ,t;rb ,t8!5K8^$I ~ra ,t !2I 0~ra!%$I ~rb ,t8!2I 0~rb!%&,

~50!

where I (r ,t)5uE(1)(r ,t)u2 and I 0(r )5^uE(1)(r ,2Dt)u2&,
E(1)(r ,t) being defined by Eq.~6!.

We prove Eq.~49! as follows:
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^0uÊ~2 !~ra ,t !Ê
~1 !~ra ,t !u0&5

1

2
^0uÊ~1 !~ra ,t !Ê

~2 !~ra ,t !1Ê~2 !~ra ,t !Ê
~1 !~ra ,t !u0&

2
1

2
^0uÊ~1 !~ra ,t !Ê

~2 !~ra ,t !2Ê~2 !~ra ,t !Ê
~1 !~ra ,t !u0&

5^0uS$Ê~1 !~ra ,t !Ê
~2 !~ra ,t !%u0&2

1

2
^0uÛ†~ t1Dt !

3@Ê~1 !~ra ,2Dt !,Ê~2 !~ra ,2Dt !#Û~ t1Dt !u0&

5^E~1 !~ra ,t !E
~2 !~ra ,t !&2

1

2
^0u@Ê~1 !~ra ,2Dt !,Ê~2 !~ra ,2Dt !#u0&

5^I ~ra ,t !&2^0uS$Ê~1 !~ra ,2Dt !Ê~2 !~ra ,2Dt !%u0&

5^I ~ra ,t !&2^I ~ra,0!&5^I ~ra ,t !2I 0~ra!&, ~51!

where Û(t1Dt) is the evolution operator. The third equality follows because the commutator ofÊ(1)(ra ,2Dt) and

Ê(2)(ra ,2Dt) is ac number~that does not change during the evolution!. The fourth follows because the vacuum expectat
of a normally ordered product vanishes, and this allows us to replace the commutator by the anticommutator and the
in terms of symmetrical ordering.

Equation~50! is a little more involved. After some tedious algebra it can be proved that

^0uÊ~2 !~ra ,t !Ê
~2 !~rb ,t8!Ê~1 !~rb ,t8!Ê~1 !~ra ,t !u0&5^0uSH S Ê~1 !~ra ,t !Ê

~2 !~ra ,t !2
1

2
@Ê~1 !~ra ,t !,Ê

~2 !~ra ,t !# D
3S Ê~1 !~rb ,t8!Ê~2 !~rb ,t8!2

1

2
@Ê~1 !~rb ,t8!,Ê~2 !~rb ,t8!# D J u0&

1
1

2
^0u@Ê~1 !~ra ,t !,Ê

~1 !~rb ,t8!#H SS Ê~2 !~ra ,t !Ê
~2 !~rb ,t8! D

2@Ê~2 !~ra ,t !,Ê
~2 !~rb ,t8!#J u0&1

1

2
^u@Ê~2 !~rb ,t8!,Ê~1 !~ra ,t !#

3H SS Ê~1 !~rb ,t8!Ê~2 !~ra ,t ! D2@Ê~1 !~rb ,t8!,Ê~2 !~ra ,t !#J u0&

1
1

2
^u@Ê~2 !~ra ,t !,Ê

~1 !~rb ,t8!#H SS Ê~1 !~ra ,t !Ê
~2 !~rb ,t8! D

2@Ê~1 !~ra ,t !,Ê
~2 !~rb ,t8!#J u0&1

1

2
^0u@Ê~2 !~rb ,t8!,Ê~2 !~ra ,t !#

3H SS Ê~1 !~rb ,t8!Ê~1 !~ra ,t ! D2@Ê~1 !~rb ,t8!,Ê~1 !~ra ,t !#J u0&,

~52!
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which is similar to Wick’s theorem@@9#, but in this case it
establishes the relation between normal and symmetrica
dering instead of normal and time ordering.

By the same argument as that used in formula~51!, for
transforming the anticommutator into the intensity of t
vacuum field, the two commutators can be written as

1

2
@Ê~1 !~ra ,t !,Ê

~2 !~ra ,t !#5^uE~1 !~ra ,2Dt !u2&5I 0~ra!,

1

2
@Ê~1 !~rb ,t8!,Ê~2 !~rb ,t8!#5^uE~1 !~rb ,2Dt !u2&5I 0~rb!.

~53!

On the other hand, the rest of commutators are zero in P
experiments because they involve different modes of the
diation field. Then the result~50! follows by taking into ac-
count these two facts in Eq.~52! and writing the vacuum
expectation values of the remaining symmetrical operator
the corresponding averages with the Wigner density.

For the purpose of applying Eq.~50! to the experiments, it
is convenient to write it in a more compact form. We use
fact, proved in Sec. IV, that the Wigner field amplitudes a
Gaussian processes. For four Gaussian random variableA,
B, C, andD, the well-known property

^ABCD&5^AB&^CD&1^AC&^BD&1^AD&^BC& ~54!

allows us to write the coincidence probability as

Pab~ra ,t;rb ,t8!5K8^$I ~ra ,t !2I 0~ra!%$I ~rb ,t8!2I 0~rb!%&

5Pa~ra ,t !Pb~rb ,t8!

1K8u^E~1 !~ra ,t !E
~2 !~rb ,t8!&u2

1K8u^E~1 !~ra ,t !E
~1 !~rb ,t8!&u2. ~55!

On the other hand, from Sec. IV it can be easily seen
the first two terms are fourth-order ing, while the last term is
second-order ing. This means that we may discard the fir
two terms and finally obtain

Pab~ra ,t;rb ,t8!5K8u^E~1 !~ra ,t !E
~1 !~rb ,t8!&u2. ~56!

In actual experiments there is always a detection wind
w and we should perform the time integral of Eq.~56! within
this window. We have

Pab5
h2

\2vavb
E
0

w

dtE
0

w

dt8u^E~1 !~ra ,t1t!

3E~1 !~rb ,t1t8!&u2. ~57!

We have assumed that radiation modes where the ampli
differs significantly from the zero-point value are conce
trated in narrow bands aroundva andvb , respectively. For
simplicity we have assumed also that the two windows
identical and that both detectors have the same efficie
h.
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VI. EXPERIMENT ON THE INTERFERENCE
OF SIGNAL AND IDLER PHOTONS

The coherence properties of PDC photon pairs were
vestigated by Ghoshet al. @10#. They directed degenerat
signal and idler beams towards a screen by means of
mirrors ~see Fig. 2!, where ‘‘degenerate’’ means that the d
rections of the signal and idler beams are so chosen
vs5v i5v0/2. If one detector is put on the screen, n
change is observed in the counting rate when the dete
changes position. This shows that there is no second-o
interference between the two beams. In contrast, when
detectors are put on the screen, the coincidence counting
is observed to depend on the relative position of the de
tors. This shows a fourth-order, or intensity-intensity, inte
ference.

The explanation of these results, in the Wigner repres
tation, is straightforward. In the scalar approximation~valid
because the angle between signal and idler beams is sm!
the field at a pointra on the screen~see Fig. 2! is, using Eq.
~34!,

F ~1 !~ra ,t !5Fs
~1 !~ra ,t !1Fi

~1 !~ra ,t !

5Fs
~1 !~0,t2r s /c!eiv0r s/2c

1Fi
~1 !~0,t2r i /c!eiv0r i /2c. ~58!

The vectorra has components (xa ,ya ,d), d being the dis-
tance from the center of the crystal to the screen. The opt
path lengths of the signalr s and idler r i beams from the
center of the crystal to the detectors are

r s5A~2b2xa!
21ya

21d2, r i5A~2b1xa!
21ya

21d2,
~59!

whereb is the distance from the axis of the pumping to t
mirrors.

For the calculation of the single detection probability, u
ing Eq. ~49!, we need the average

^I ~ra ,t !2I 0~ra!&5^uF ~1 !~ra ,t !u2&2^uF ~1 !~ra,0!u2&

5^uFs
~1 !~ra ,t !u2&2^uFs

~1 !~ra,0!u2&

1^uFi
~1 !~ra ,t !u2&2^uFi

~1 !~ra,0!u2&

12 Re@^Fs
~1 !~0,t2r s /c!

3Fi
~2 !~0,t2r i /c!&eiv0~r s2r i !/2c#.

~60!

FIG. 2. Experiment of interference on a screen by Ghosh
Mandel.
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The last term is zero becauseFs
(1) andFi

(2) are uncorrelated
@see Eq.~46!#. The other four terms give no dependence
ra , that is, we get no interference between signal and id
.

-

.

t
o
s

f

n
r.

The coincidence probability in two detectors placed
ra andrb is given by Eq.~56!. The amplitudeF

(1)(ra ,t) was
given in Eq. ~58! and a similar expression is valid fo
F (1)(rb ,t8). Then, we have
Pab~ra ,t1t;rb ,t1t8!5K8u^Fs
~1 !~ra ,t1t!Fs

~1 !~rb ,t1t8!1Fi
~1 !~ra ,t1t!Fi

~1 !~rb ,t1t8!

1Fs
~1 !~ra ,t1t!Fi

~1 !~rb ,t1t8!1Fi
~1 !~ra ,t1t!Fs

~1 !~rb ,t1t8!&u2

5u^Fs
~1 !~ra ,t1t!Fi

~1 !~rb ,t1t8!1Fi
~1 !~ra ,t1t!Fs

~1 !~rb ,t1t8!&u2

5u^Fs
~1 !~0,t1t2r s /c!Fi

~1 !~0,t1t82r i8/c!&eiv0~r s1r i8!/2c

1^Fi
~1 !~0,t1t2r i /c!Fs

~1 !~0,t1t82r s8/c!&eiv0~r s81r i !/2cu2, ~61!
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where we have used Eq.~46! in the first equation and Eq
~34! in the second.

Now, expandingr s and r i (r s8 and r i8) to first order in
xa (xb) and using Eq.~57! we get

Pab~xa ;xb!'S 2h

\v0
D 2g2uVu2E

0

w

dtE
0

w

dt8

3„un@t82t2b~xa1xb!/cd#u2

1un@t2t82b~xa1xb!/cd#u2

12 Re$n@t82t2b~xa1xb!/cd#

3n* @t2t82b~xa1xb!/cd#

3eiv0b~xb2xa!/cd%…, ~62!

which shows a cosine dependence onv0b(xb2xa)/cd
5b(xb2xa)/l0d. It is easy to see that if the detection win
doww is much bigger than the correlation time ofn(t) and
this is bigger than the quantityb(xa1xb)/cd, then this quan-
tity may be neglected in the argument of the functionn. In
these conditions, becauseun(t)u is an even function oft ~see
@10#!, the visibility of the interference pattern given by Eq
~62! becomes close to 100%.

VII. THE EXPERIMENT OF RARITY AND TAPSTER

In 1990 Rarity and Tapster@11# performed an experimen
to test Bell’s inequality using phase and momentum of ph
ton pairs~instead of polarization as in previous experiment!.
The experiment consisted of selecting two signal beams
the same color~frequencyvs) and two idler beams also o

FIG. 3. Experiment of Rarity and Tapster.
-

of

the same color~frequencyv i , different fromvs). One of the
signal beams and one of the idler beams go to a mirror
above the pumping beam axis and the other two at ano
mirror put below~see Fig. 3!. The two signals are recom
bined at one beam splitter and the two idlers at another~in
practice, the authors used two differents points of the sa
beam splitter!. Two detectors were put in appropriate plac
to detect the signal and the idler, respectively. Two contr
lable phase shifters were introduced in the lower beams
that the phase of the signal was increased byfa and that of
the idler byfb . The result of the experiment was that th
coincidence detection probability had a cosine variation w
fa2fb with a visibility close to 100%. In the actual exper
ment the signal and idler detectors were placed near e
other, but, in principle, it is possible to send the signal a
idler beams to two distant regions of space by using app
priate mirrors placed near the crystal. For this reason
experiment has been interpreted as a violation of a Bell
equality @11#.

In the Wigner representation the field amplitudes arrivi
at the signal and idler detectors~placed atra andrb , respec-
tively! will be, using Eq.~12!,

Fs
~1 !~ra ,t !5 iRsFs1

~1 !~ra ,t !1TsFs2
~1 !~ra ,t !,

Fi
~1 !~rb ,t8!5TiFi1

~1 !~rb ,t8!1 iRiFi2
~1 !~rb ,t8!, ~63!

where we have labeled 1~2! the upper~lower! beams.Ts and
Rs (Ti and Ri) are the transmission and reflection coef
cients of the signal~idler! in the beam splitter~see Fig. 3!.
Now we take Eq.~34! into account and write

Fs1
~1 !~ra ,t !5eivs~r a1dx!/cFs1

~1 !~0,t2r a /c1dx/c!,

Fs2
~1 !~ra ,t !5eivsr a /c1 ifaFs2

~1 !~0,t2r a /c1fa /vs!,

Fi1
~1 !~rb ,t8!5eiv i ~r b1dx!/cFi1

~1 !~0,t82r b /c1dx/c!,

Fi2
~1 !~rb ,t8!5eiv i r b /c1 ifbFi2

~1 !~0,t82r b /c1fb /v i !.

~64!
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55 3887FOURTH-ORDER INTERFERENCE IN THE WIGNER . . .
We have labeledr a (r b) the path length of the lower signa
~idler! beam from the center of the crystal to the detectors
the actual experiment both upper paths are modified bydx
because the upper and lower mirrors are not at exactly
same distance from the pumping beam axis. However, in
calculation we shall setdx50 andr a5r b[r for the sake of
simplicity.

The coincidence detection probability is given by E
~57!. We need the cross correlation

u^Fs
~1 !~ra ,t1t!Fi

~1 !~rb ,t81t8!&u

5uRsTie
ifb^Fs1

~1 !~0,t1t2r /c!

3Fi2
~1 !~0,t81t82r /c2fb /v i !&

1RiTse
ifa^Fs2

~1 !~0,t1t2r /c2fa /vs!

3Fi1
~1 !~0,t81t82r /c!&u

5uRsTie
ifbn~t82t2fb /v i !

1RiTse
ifan~t82t2fa /vs!u, ~65!

where in the first equation we have taken into account
the signal fieldFs1

(1) is correlated with the idler fieldFi2
(1)

and alsoFs2
(1) is correlated withFi1

(1) , but Fsj
(1) is uncorre-

lated with Fi j
(1) ( j51 or 2), these pairs not fulfilling the

matching conditions~25!. The second equality of Eq.~65!
follows from Eq.~45!. If we take into account that the tim
intervalsfa /vs andfb /v i are small in comparison to th
coherence time of signal and idler, given by the functi
n(t), we obtain

Pab~fa ,fb!'
h2

\2vsv i
g2uVu2E

0

w

dtE
0

w

dt8un~t82t!u2

3$~RiTs!
21~RsTi !

212RsTsRiTi

3cos~fa2fb!%. ~66!

We get a fourth-order interference with a visibility close
100% provided that the reflection and transmission in
beam splitter fulfillRi /Ti5Rs /Ts . A similar expression is
obtained if both detectors are placed below the pump
beam axis. If one of the detectors is placed above and
other below we obtain

Pab~fa ,fb!'
h2

\2vsv i
g2uVu2E

0

w

dtE
0

w

dt8un~t82t!u2

3$~TsTi !
21~RsRi !

2

12RsTsRiTicos~fa2fb!%. ~67!

In this case the 100% visibility requiresTsTi5RsRi . If we
want high visibility in both Eqs.~66! and ~67!, we need
Ts5Ti5Rs5Ri51/A2.
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VIII. THE EXPERIMENTS OF FRANSON

In 1989 Franson proposed an experiment in order to
‘‘a Bell’s inequality for energy and time’’@12#. The experi-
ment consists of the following~see Fig. 4!. A signal and an
idler beam are passed each through a Mach-Zehnder in
ferometer, that is, an arrangement of two beam splitters~BS!
and two mirrors. The signal beam is divided at the fi
BS1 and two outgoing beams travel by different routes, o
long and the other one short, until a second BS2 where they
are recombined. One of the outgoing beams at this BS2 goes
to a detector. A similar thing happens with the idler bea
We shall labelDLs (DLi) the length difference between th
long and the short route of the signal~idler! beam. In the
experiment it is observed that the single detection rates
not depend onDLs or DLi , but the coincidence detectio
rate exhibits a cosine dependence on (vsDLs1v iDLi)/c,
which shows a fourth-order interference. In the past f
years several groups have performed experiments of
type, the most recent one by Tapsteret al. @13# ~references to
previous experiments may be seen in that paper!.

In order to compute the joint detection probability, w
must write the fields at the detectors as functions of the o
coming fields from the crystal. Without a loss of general
we shall neglect the distances from the crystal to Ma
Zehnder interferometers in order to simplify notation~see
Fig. 4!.

If we call ra (rb) the position of detectorDa (Db), r2
(r28) the position of BS2 (BS28), Ls, long (Li , long) the length of
the long arm of the interferometer, andLs,short (Li ,short) the
length of the short arm of the interferometer for the sign
~idler! beam, then

Fs
~1 !~ra ,t !5

1

2 H FFs
~1 !S 0,t2 ura2r2u

c
2
Ls, long
c D

2 iF v
~1 !S 0,t2 ura2r2u

c
2
Ls, long
c D Geivs~Ls, long/c!

1FFs
~1 !S 0,t2ura2r2u

c
2
Ls,short
c D

1 iF v
~1 !S 0,t2ura2r2u

c
2
Ls,short
c D G

3eivs~Ls,short/c!J eivs~ ura2r2u/c!, ~68!

FIG. 4. Experiment of Franson.
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Fi
~1 !~rb ,t8!5

1

2 H FFi
~1 !S 0,t82

urb2r28u
c

2
Li , long
c D

2 iF v8
~1 !S 0,t82

urb2r28u
c

2
Li , long
c D G

3eiv i ~Li , long/c!

1FFi
~1 !S 0,t82

urb2r28u
c

2
Li ,short
c D

1 iF v8
~1 !S 0,t82

urb2r28u
c

2
Li ,short
c D G

3eiv i ~Li ,short/c!J eiv i ~ urb2r28u/c!. ~69!

Fv
(1) andFv8

(1) are the positive parts of the vacuum incomi
beams at BS2 and BS28 , respectively.

Now, by taking into account the correlation relations~45!
and supposing thatDLs[Ls, long2Ls,short (DLi[Li , long
2Li ,short) is much bigger that the coherence length of t
signal~idler! in order to avoid second-order interference, w
get

u^Fs
~1 !~0,t1t!Fi

~1 !~0,t1t8!&u

5
1

4
U K Fs

~1 !S 0,t1t2
ura2r2u

c
2
Ls, long
c D

3Fi
~1 !S 0,t1t82

urb2r28u
c

2
Li , long
c D L

3ei ~vs /c!~Ls, long1ura2r2u!1 i v i /c ~Li , long1urb2r28u!

1K Fs
~1 !S 0,t1t2

ura2r2u
c

2
Ls,short
c D

3Fi
~1 !S 0,t1t82

urb2r28u
c

2
Li ,short
c D L

3ei ~vs /c!~Ls,short1ura2r2u!1 i ~v i /c!~Li ,short1urb2r28u! U,
~70!

where we have taken into account that the fieldsFv
(1) and

Fv8
(1) are uncorrelated among themselves and withFs

(1) and
Fi
(1) . We finally obtain
Pab~DLs ,DLi !5
h2

4\2vsv i
g2uVu2E

0

w

dtE
0

w

dt8H un~t2t8!u2

1UnS t82t1
DLi2DLs

c D U2

22 ReFn~t2t8!n* S t82t1
DLi2DLs

c D
3e~ i /c!~vsDLs1v iDLi !G J , ~71!

which shows a fourth-order interference. If (DLi2DLs)/c is
small in comparison to the coherence time between sig
and idler, it is possible to neglect this term in the argumen
n(t82t) and we get a visibility close to 100%.

IX. INDUCED COHERENCE
AND INDISTINGUISHABILITY

IN TWO-PHOTON INTERFERENCE

In 1991 Zhouet al. performed an experiment@14# in
which fourth-order interference is observed in the superp
tion of signal photons from two coherently pumped PD
crystals, when the paths of the idler photons are aligned.
experimental situation is illustrated in Fig. 5, in which tw
similar nonlinear crystalsX1 andX2 are optically pumped by
two mutually coherent, classical pump waves of comp
amplitudesV15V25V, and PDC occurs at both crystal
each with the emission of a signal photon and an idler p
ton. We look for the joint detection probability in the dete
torsDa andDb when the trajectories of the two idlersi 1 ,2
are aligned and the path difference between the two sig
s1 ands2 is varied slightly. Fourth-order interference disa
pears when the idlers are misaligned or separated by a b
stop. This experiment has been qualified as ‘‘mind bo
gling’’ @15#, but the analysis in terms of the Wigner functio
is straightforward.

To start with, let us express the fields at the detect
Da andDb as a function of the incoming fields on the cry
tals. If f , d, h, and l are the distances ofX1 to X2, X1 to
Da , X2 to Da , andX2 to Db , respectively, then

FIG. 5. Experiment of induced coherence without induced em
sion.
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Fs
~1 !~ra ,t !5

1

A2
@ iF s1

~1 !~ra ,t !1Fs2
~1 !~ra ,t !#

5
1

A2
$ iF s10

~1 !~01 ,t2d/c!eivsd/c1 ig2uVu2JFs10
~1 !~01 ,t2d/c!eivsd/c

1 igVGFi10
~2 !~01 ,t2d/c!eivsd/c1Fs20

~1 !~02 ,t2h/c!eivsh/c1g2uVu2

3JFs20
~1 !~02 ,t2h/c!eivsh/c1gVGFi10

~2 !@01 ,t2~ f1h!/c#ei ~vsh2v i f !/c

1g2uVu2GG*Fs10
~1 !@01 ,t2~ f1h!/c#ei ~vsh2v i f !/c%, ~72!

Fi
~1 !~rb ,t8!5Fi10

~1 !@01 ,t82~ l1 f !/c#eiv i ~ l1 f !/c1gVGFs10
~2 !@01 ,t82~ l1 f !/c#eiv i ~ l1 f !/c

1g2uVu2JFi10
~1 !@01 ,t82~ l1 f !/c#eiv i ~ l1 f !/c1gVGFs20

~2 !~02 ,t82 l /c!eiv i l /c

1g2uVu2JFi10
~1 !@01 ,t82~ l1 f !/c#eiv i ~ l1 f !/c. ~73!

By using Eq.~56! to compute the coincidence probability, we get

Pab~ra ,t1t;rb ,t1t8!5K8
g2uVu2

2
uei [vsd/c1v i ~ l1 f !/c1p/2]$^Fs10

~1 !~01 ,t1t2d/c!GFs10
~2 !~01 ,t1t8

2~ l1 f !/c!&1^Fi10
~1 !~01 ,t1t82~ l1 f !/c!GFi10

~2 !~01 ,t1t2d/c!&%

1ei [vsh/c1v i l /c]$^Fs20
~1 !~02 ,t1t2h/c!GFs20

~2 !~02 ,t1t82 l /c!&

1^Fi10
~1 !@01 ,t1t82~ l1 f !/c#GFi10

~2 !@01 ,t1t2~ f1h!/c#&%u2. ~74!
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Finally, by using Eqs.~44! and~57!, the resulting coinci-
dence probability is

Pab5
h2g2uVu2

8\2vsv i
E
0

t

dtE
0

t

dt8$un~t2t81 l /c1 f /c2d/c!u2

1un~t2t81 l /c2h/c!u22Im@n~t2t81 l /c1 f /c

2d/c!n* ~t2t81 l /c2h/c!ei [vs~d2h!1v i f ]/c#%, ~75!

which, as expected, shows an intensity-intensity interferen
As in the experiments of the previous sections, the visibi
may be made close to 100% by making the signal and i
path lengths coincide to within their coherence lengths.

X. CONCLUSION

We have developed the Wigner representation formal
in a fashion suitable for the study of experiments involvi
,

e.
y
r

m

PDC photon pairs. The results agree with those obtained
ing the more common Hilbert-space formulation, both be
just two equivalent forms of quantum optics.

The Wigner representation is specially suited for PD
because the Wigner function is Gaussian and positive d
nite in this case. The Gaussian character simplifies nota
the calculation of autocorrelations and cross correlations
the various fields involved. On the other hand, positiv
makes possible a picture in terms of pure waves during
propagation, which may aid the intuition in the study of the
experiments. However, the detection problem remains
this prevents a straightforward interpretation only w
waves. Also the role played by the vacuum field is stres
in this representation.
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